
i Interested in whether language provides a lens through which we think about
iime, Lera Boroditsky (2001) compared Mandarin Chinese and English speakers.
pparently, languages differ in terms of the spatial metaphors used to describe time.

n English, we talk horizontally about time, looking forward to a brighter future,
!ompleting projects ahead of schedule, putting the past behind us, or pushing bach

deadline. In Mandarin, people speak vertically about time, with earlier events
lescribed as sbang, or up, and later events as xia, or down. To see if differences in

ihe way people talk about time shape the way they think about time, Boroditsky
iske, d Mandarin and English speakers some initial questions that primed them to
lhink in terms of either horizontal or vertical spatial relations (see Figure 7.23). Fol-
owing these primes, all participants were asked to respond as quickly as possible
!0 purely temporal true-false questions, such as "March comes earlier than April."

t;onsistent with the differences in how the two languages describe time, English
!peakers were quicker to answer time questions after being primed to think in hori-
!.0ntal terms, whereas Mandarin speakers were quicker when primed to think in

!;ertical terms. As shown in Figure 7.23, these results support the notion that experi-

ince with a language can shape the way one thinks.
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The black ball is above the white ball. The black worm is ahead ofthe white worm.
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F uR 7.23 How Laaguage influences the Way We Think About Time
In English, we speak horizontally about time; in Mandarin, people also speak vertically about time,
Boroditsky (2001) primed native English and Mandarin speakers by initial questions to think in
vertical or horizontal terms (top left, right). Afterward, when asked temporal true-false questions
("March comes earlier than April"), English speakers Were quicker after horizontal primes (bottom,
left) and Mandarin speakers were quicker after vertical primes (bottom, right).


